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1. Introduction

The concept of wearable technology – or wearables – refers to small-scale
computing devices that can be integrated into gadgets, accessories, clothes,
or even tattoos on the skin [89]. These devices can accommodate various
modalities of sensors that monitor different physiological functions for
distinct applications - including healthcare [120], well-being [51], sports
training [88], industrial safety [111], and education [5]. In the upcoming
years, the wearable technology market is predicted to experience expo-
nential growth of more than a 20% annual rate [89]. The miniaturization
of sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers is re-
garded as a key component of this growth [46] because it has enabled
the monitoring of body activities via wearables. The readings from these
wearable sensors feed algorithms that automatically recognize the activity
a user is performing. These algorithms belong to a class that has been
termed human activity recognition (HAR).

Despite its rapid market growth, wearable technology still faces chal-
lenges, especially concerning the algorithms for activity recognition. With
the rise of deep learning, these algorithms have reached unprecedented
performance levels at the cost of massive amounts of training data and the
heavy utilization of computational resources such as processing power and
memory footprint [106, 107, 108, 105]. Since collecting training data is an
arduous and time-consuming task, the data-hungry characteristic of deep
learning renders the development of activity recognition algorithms diffi-
cult. The second aforementioned characteristic of deep learning, which is
the high demand for computational resources, is an obstacle to the deploy-
ment of HAR algorithms in resource-constrained devices such as wearables.
An additional challenge relates to the creation process of HAR systems,
which is labor-intensive since it often involves several iterative sessions
of designing, prototyping, deploying, and evaluating both algorithms and
hardware designs.

Concerning the high costs of data collection, HAR algorithms are ex-
pected to achieve higher performance levels with fewer data. We refer to
this as the data efficiency of HAR [80]. From the perspective of data effi-
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ciency, HAR struggles with cross-subject performance degradation (CSPD).
CSPD is used to signify how the performance of an HAR algorithm varies
with subjects. In other words, CSPD is not a metric, but a phenomenon
observed when the accuracy may be sufficiently high for certain subjects
but inadequate for others. This is because people have different styles of
performing a certain activity and because algorithms only learn from the
activity styles that are covered in the training set. This distinction between
test and training data is known as the domain gap. A naive solution is
collecting data from more subjects to encompass as many diverse activity
styles as possible in the training dataset and utilizing these data to train
the algorithm. However, this approach incurs large labor and time costs,
which renders it infeasible in most cases. An alternative solution is propos-
ing novel neural network architectures to bridge the domain gap [55, 48].
However, as will be discussed in Chapter 2, these methods require training
a distinct HAR neural network for every different test subject (or group of
test subjects), which requires collecting a small portion of data from the
test subjects. Hence, finding a new way to develop subject-independent
HAR solutions while eliminating the need for additional data collection is
desirable.

Regarding resource efficiency in deep learning, the key to achieving it re-
volves around removing redundancies. For instance, to reduce the memory
and computational requirements of deep learning models, various methods
[2, 18, 28, 61, 97] aim to remove redundancies in the parameters of the
neural networks. These methods simplify neural networks’ architecture
by pruning or reducing the precision of the parameters. However, these
methods do not address overlooked redundancies in the paradigm of HAR,
such as the use of overlapping sliding windows. This is an input redun-
dancy. Another input redundancy case involves the number of sensors. In
the case of wearable HAR, the input typically consists of readings that are
provided by several sensors that are placed on diverse parts of the user’s
body. It is often the case that HAR systems are designed with as many
sensors as possible to achieve a higher recognition performance. This in-
evitably results in the inclusion of irrelevant or simply redundant sensors
that do not contribute to the overall performance of the classification task.
However, a greater number of sensors results in a larger input size and,
consequently, a neural network of higher computational expense. There-
fore, it is crucial to remove redundancies in the input by carefully selecting
and planning the spatial distribution of sensors to minimize the input
size while maximizing the recognition accuracy. This process is referred
to as sensor channel selection in this thesis. The simplest approach
is running an exhaustive search (i.e., testing each possible combination
of sensors and selecting the one with the greatest recognition accuracy).
This method has been by various researchers [8, 30, 133]; however, its
computational costs grow exponentially with the total number of available
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sensors. Several researchers [129, 14, 54, 78] have proposed solutions to
sensor channel selection by formulating the problem as an optimization
that aims to minimize the number of sensors while maximizing the recog-
nition performance. However, these solutions include overlooked flaws that
result in sub-optimal selections and thus present a limitation in terms of
performance. Hence, developing optimization-based solutions that propose
selections with higher performance levels and lower numbers of sensors is
desired.

Typically, HAR algorithms are trained offline on powerful computers
before being deployed to wearable devices. After deployment, the HAR sys-
tem is often subjected to dynamic conditions such as the need for additional
activity classes to be recognized or variations in how the same activity is
performed [108]. These conditions require the HAR system to be capable
of continuously adapting itself, which is also known in the literature as
continual learning or life-long learning. The rapid growth of wearable
technology has spurred the development of HAR solutions through this
continual learning characteristic. Several studies on continual learning
have been proposed [68, 17, 101, 4, 98, 139, 3]. However, these methods
have focused on computer vision scenarios and have disregarded resource
efficiency. Because these methods were designed to consider image data
as input rather than time-series data as in HAR, their accuracy is unsat-
isfactory when they are ported to HAR applications. Furthermore, these
methods disregard resource efficiency. That is, they can only be executed
on powerful computers and not on resource-constrained devices such as
a microcontroller in which an HAR algorithm runs. Executing these con-
tinual learning methods offline on high-performing computers requires
a persistent connection between the wearable device and the computers,
which is not always viable. Privacy-related issues [1] concerning sharing
data across devices serve as another motivation for running the continual
learning method on wearable devices. Hence, using an on-device resource-
efficient continual learning solution for HAR is of crucial importance since
this would enable a more seamless experience with wearable technology.

Regarding the design process of an HAR system, such as smart gloves
for gesture recognition, this process is often an arduous task that involves
creating a prototype with various sensors, organizing user studies to col-
lect data, pre-processing the data, developing an algorithm for activity
recognition, and evaluating the entire solution. If the results of the evalua-
tion are not satisfactory, which is often the case, the prototype is modified
by adding, removing, or replacing sensors, and the subsequent steps are
performed again. Such an iterative process of trial and error wastes a
significant amount of time and labor. To tackle this problem, a few re-
searchers [7, 123, 124] have proposed simulation-driven tools that provide
designers with a virtual environment in which a human model, equipped
with sensors, performs activities of interest.
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The mentioned tool receives human motion data as input that serve to
animate the human model, which allows it to move in a way that fits with
the activities of interest. From the movement of the virtual model, artificial
(i.e., synthetic) data are generated by the virtual sensors. Such data are
then analyzed to provide suggestions for a minimal sensor layout that
maximizes recognition accuracy (i.e., an optimal layout). However, the lim-
itation of these tools is their need for highly accurate human motion data
as input, which are needed to animate the human model and can only be
collected using complex motion capture setups with expensive high-speed
cameras and software licenses. The total cost of such setups can reach
hundreds of thousands of euros. A great alternative source of data is videos
that are recorded with smartphone cameras or web cameras since they are
extremely accessible. However, the extracted motion data from such videos
are often inaccurate. Inaccurate motion data result in errors in the anima-
tion of the virtual model. These errors propagate through the several steps
of the simulation tool and culminate in unreliable designs. Hence, the
remaining challenge concerns how to develop a simulation-driven solution
that exploits the inaccurate motion data to provide reasonable designs for
HAR systems.

In summary, in our work, we aim to provide solutions to improve the
data efficiency and resource efficiency of HAR and to reduce the labor costs
involved in the development of HAR systems. Our research questions
and the scope and contributions of this dissertation are detailed in the
subsequent sections.

1.1 Research Questions and Scope

In this dissertation, we focus on the following research questions:

• RQ1 How can one tackle CSPD in HAR without resorting to labor- and
time-consuming data collection with large numbers of subjects? In other
words, how can one develop a solution that would improve cross-subject
performance while reducing the need for training data that include a
multitude of subjects?

• RQ2 How can one improve the computational resource efficiency (i.e.,
processing costs and memory footprint) of deep learning-based HAR with
minimal performance degradation? In particular, we aim to optimize
resource efficiency in two ways: by addressing overlooked redundancies
that lead to high resource consumption during inference and on-device
training in continual learning scenarios and by reducing the algorithm
complexity via the more efficient use of input information.
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Figure 1.1. An overview of the research methodology. The collection of datasets and the
utilization of existing open datasets occur during the performance evaluation.

• RQ3 How can one circumvent the labor-intensive iterative process
of designing HAR systems? More specifically, how can one apply the
concept of simulation-driven design to reduce labor costs for collecting
data, producing prototypes, and evaluating prototypes?

The vast scope of this dissertation inevitably required omitting certain
topics and challenges. To improve data efficiency, we focused on the sce-
nario of CSPD by omitting the general case of learning from a reduced
dataset size [80]. To optimize resource efficiency, we targeted the inference
of the neural network by tackling redundancies in its parameters and
input and we omitted general neural network training scenarios to focus
on on-device training for continual learning. For the case study, we chose
hand gestures as the activities of interest for the simulation-driven design
of HAR solutions.

1.2 Methodology

To answer the research questions posed in this work, we conducted analyt-
ical research that included a problem formulation, algorithm design, and
performance evaluation. This concept is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

First, we formulated the resource efficiency problem as an optimization
problem whose desired outcome was to minimize resource consumption (in-
cluding memory footprint and processing costs) during on-device inference
and training (in a continual learning scenario) without degrading recogni-
tion accuracy. Similarly, the data efficiency problem involved in avoiding
CSPD was formulated as an optimization in which recognition accuracy
in a cross-subject evaluation must be maximized while constraining the
number of subjects that are contained in the training set of the neural net-
work. Finally, the problem of designing HAR systems, which includes both
hardware and software components, was formulated as an optimization
in which the sensor layout that provides the highest recognition accuracy
must be found considering the constraints on the number of sensors and
the amount of data from user studies that must be collected.

Second, we designed algorithms to tackle the aforementioned optimiza-
tion problems. For the resource and data efficiency problems, we developed
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novel neural network architectures, loss functions, and training methods.
To address the problem of circumventing the labor-intensive design process,
we developed a simulation platform with a novel sensor layout optimization
algorithm that analyzes the motions of activities of interest, by identify-
ing redundancies in the movements and preventing such redundancies
from propagating in the sensor readings. The analysis utilized simulated
sensor readings that were obtained from motion that was extracted from
monocular video input.

Finally, we utilized real-world data to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithms. These data were obtained by gathering open-access
HAR datasets and by collecting data ourselves when required. Using
open-access datasets will allow other researchers to reproduce our results,
and provide credibility to our findings. We analyzed the impact of the
algorithms on the recognition accuracy, memory footprint, duration of
code execution, and quantity of the data utilized. We also compared our
algorithms to existing solutions in the literature.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis summarizes five publications that address the proposed re-
search questions. We have detailed the contributions of each publication
in the following passages.

Publication I proposes a novel neural network architecture and a protocol
for training it with the purpose of reducing memory footprint and compu-
tational expense during the inference of neural networks for HAR. This
goal is achieved by enabling non-overlapping short sliding windows and
alternating between more complex and simpler computations on certain
occasions.

Publication II develops a novel solution based on adversarial learning
[37] to reduce CSPD without resorting to extensive data collection sessions.
The solution generates training data that simulates artificial subjects and
forces the activity classifier to disregard subject-dependent information
during the inference.

Publication III provides a more efficient way of optimizing the utiliza-
tion of the input data and thus reducing computational costs during the
inference. This optimization is mainly achieved by proposing a lightweight
deep neural network architecture that learns to identify redundancies in
the input data and minimize them during the classification of the activity.

Publication IV focuses on continual learning scenarios for HAR. It presents
state-of-the-art solutions that were originally devised for computer vision
problems, identifies inefficiencies in their utilization in HAR, and tack-
les these inefficiencies by proposing modifications that can be made to
the neural network architecture and the way it is trained. The result
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is not only a lightweight continual learning solution for HAR but also a
better-performing one.

Publication V proposes a novel simulation-driven pipeline for designing
smart gloves for gesture recognition from video data. The pipeline extracts
motion data from videos, reproduces these data on a human model with
artificial sensors, produces synthetic sensor readings, finds optimal sensor
layouts to maximize accuracy, and outputs the design of the HAR solution,
which includes the layout of sensors and the HAR classifier. The novelties
concern how we process the input data (i.e., videos) to minimize the errors
caused by inaccurate motion extraction and how we optimize the sensor
layout.

1.4 Structure

This dissertation is divided into several chapters. Chapter 2 introduces
the background behind HAR from the perspective of deep learning and
provides a thorough elucidation of the challenges that relate to the data and
resource efficiency of HAR algorithms as well as the labor-intensive design
process of HAR systems. Chapter 3 describes the main contributions of this
dissertation, and Chapter 4 concludes this work. The original publications
are appended after Chapter 4.
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2. Background

In this section, we lay down the fundamentals that are necessary for
understanding the field this dissertation addresses. We start by describing
the concept behind human activity recognition that incorporates wearable
technology, as well as its applications and relevance. Then, we provide
an overview of the latest methods for performing activity recognition.
Next, we describe the current challenges that relate to efficiency in HAR
regarding data, computational resources, and the labor-intensive process
of design. We also discuss various approaches that have been proposed in
the literature for tackling such challenges.

2.1 Human Activity Recognition with Wearables

HAR refers to the use of algorithms that automatically infer what type of
activity a subject is performing based on wearable sensor readings that
capture, to a certain extent, the movement of the subject. Regarding the
input for HAR algorithms, a multitude of wearable sensors exist [121]:
accelerometers that measure linear acceleration, gyroscopes that take
angular speed measurements, magnetometers that quantity the magnetic
field, electrocardiogram sensors that monitor the heart’s electrical activity,
electromyograms that measure muscle activity, electroencephalograph sen-
sors that record electrical activity in the brain, flex sensors that measure
the degree of bending in joints (e.g., finger joints), skin temperature sensors,
microphones, GPS, heart rate monitors, and force/pressure sensors.

HAR has been widely used in the fields of fitness and well-being, assisted
living, entertainment, safe driving, etc. For instance, Cuperman et al.
[23] utilized motion sensors to classify activities related to football such
as jogging, sprinting, passing, shooting, and jumping. During a training
session, the number of times that each of these activities is performed
is of high interest to coaches, players, and the medical staff of football
teams. Schrader et al. [102] created a HAR system to detect daily-life
activities such as sleeping, eating, drinking, taking a pill, brushing one’s
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Figure 2.1. The common pipeline for devising HAR solutions

teeth, washing one’s hands, and sitting on the toilet. The goal of this
system was to continuously monitor elderly or diseased people and spot
hazardous behaviors.

HAR can also be employed to detect falls in real-time via motion sensors
that are placed in elderly people; these sensors serve as a crucial tool for
promoting independence and the quality of life of senior citizens. One
example is the work of Hassan et al. [40], who used motion sensors
that are present in smartphones to detect different forms of falling (e.g.,
falling forward, backward, or sideways from a standing position or falling
backward while trying to sit on a chair). A different application of HAR
was explored by Bhaskaran et al. [11]. The authors developed smart gloves
that were equipped with flex and motion sensors to recognize different
hand gestures involved in sign language and to translate the hand signs
into words in real time.

HAR is also present in gaming. Johnson et al. [49] developed an HAR
system and a game that responded to the user’s movements via motion
sensors and even their mental state via electroencephalograph sensors.
While the movement of the user steered a spaceship to avoid collisions
with asteroids, a detected mental state of relaxation restored the ship’s
health. A final example is the utilization of HAR to promote safety in
driving. Mehreen et al. [77] equipped electroencephalograph and motion
sensors on the head of a driver to recognize their mental states of alertness
and drowsiness.

2.1.1 The Common Pipeline for HAR

The common pipeline for devising a wearable sensor-based HAR solution,
as illustrated in Figure 2.1, starts by defining the activities of interest.
The next step is choosing sensor modalities, deciding on the number of
sensors, and planning the placement of sensors on the human body. We
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Figure 2.2. The concept of sliding windows. A window refers to a portion of data with a
defined duration. Such windows slide across a data stream and serve as input
for the classification algorithm. The intersection between two consecutive
sliding windows is called an overlap. Part of the algorithm design involves
selecting the appropriate size of the sliding windows and their overlaps.

call this process sensor selection in this thesis. Based on this process, a
prototype is created with which data are collected from several subjects.
The data are then pre-processed and utilized to train machine learning
classification algorithms. At the end of the training session, the algorithm
is tested with a portion of the collected data that was not utilized during
training. Modifications are usually made to the sensor configuration and
prototype if the algorithm does not perform satisfactorily. In that case,
the process is repeated, from data collection to model training and testing.
The process ends when the evaluated performance reaches a pre-defined
minimum. Thereafter, the algorithm is deployed to embedded devices (e.g.,
an Arduino microcontroller) that support machine learning frameworks
such as TensorFlow Lite [35]. The aforementioned pipeline has been
explored in the majority of studies on HAR [91, 87, 12, 16, 64, 136, 128,
138, 95, 137, 39, 85].

During the pre-processing stage, the collected data are split into training,
validation, and test sets, normalized to zero mean and unit standard devia-
tion for improved convergence during training, and segmented into sliding
windows. This last procedure consists of sliding through the data stream
and sectioning it into portions of a defined time length, as illustrated in
Figure 2.2. The output is formed by several windows that serve as input
for the neural network. When the HAR solution is deployed to embedded
devices, the same procedure of segmenting the data stream into sliding
windows is performed during inference.

The choice of the hyper-parameters for the HAR classifier is often made
based on trial and error. For each combination of hyper-parameters, the
HAR classifier is trained on the training set and evaluated on the validation
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set. The model that achieves the highest validation performance undergoes
an additional evaluation with the test set. Regarding performance metrics,
the weighted F1-score is widely utilized to measure the performance of an
HAR algorithm due to its improved ability (in comparison to the accuracy
metric, for instance) to imbalance across classes in the dataset – which is
often the case concerning HAR [91]. The F1-score is defined in Equation
2.1.

F1 =
2TPi

2TPi + FPi + FNi
, (2.1)

where TPi, FPi, and FNi represent the number of true positives, false
positives, and false negatives of a certain class, respectively. The weighted
F1-score is the weighted average of the F1-score in which each class re-
ceives a weight that is equal to the number of samples that are available
for it.

2.1.2 Deep Learning for HAR

Before the advent of deep learning, HAR was commonly approached with
shallow learning methods such as support vector machines [74], random
forests [126], and decision trees [32]. These methods rely on handcrafted
feature extractions and often do not present satisfactory results. Deep-
learning-based algorithms have emerged as an alternative to shallow
classifiers and have demonstrated unprecedented results in terms of perfor-
mance without the need for expert human knowledge to engineer features
[38]. This resulted in the wide adoption of deep learning in HAR. Indeed,
a large body of studies in the literature on HAR focuses on proposing
novel deep neural network architectures to yield ever better classification
performances. In the following passages, we provide an overview of the
most recent applications of deep learning in HAR.

Following their success in computer vision tasks, convolutional neural
networks (CNN) were explored in HAR by Zeng et al. [138] and Yang et
al [128]. Zebin et al. investigated how different CNN hyper-parameters
affect classification performance. Ordóñez et al. [91] proposed combining
convolutional and long-short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent layers in a
single neural network architecture to deliver improved performance over
CNN architectures. Murad et al. [85] noted that the limited kernel size
of CNNs restricts the learning of long-range dependencies in the input
data. The authors proposed a novel architecture that is solely based on
recurrent units. Similarly, Guan et al. [39] developed an ensemble of
LSTM neural networks. In this setting, several distinct LSTM networks
worked in parallel to predict the activity from the same input data. The
predictions were then merged at a later stage.

Throughout the years, HAR has undergone performance improvements
as more complex architectures with inception, attention, residual, and
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transformer mechanisms have been introduced. For instance, Zeng et
al. [138] discussed LSTM for HAR by highlighting their characteristic
of encoding noise at the output. They explored the attention mechanism
– which was originally proposed for machine translation [9] – to tackle
the issue and deliver higher recognition performance in comparison to
LSTM-only baselines and the CNN + LSTM network that was proposed by
Ordóñez et al. [91]. This performance improvement that was introduced
with the use of attention mechanisms was also independently confirmed
by Murahari et al. [86] and Ma et al. [70].

Inception neural networks [113] constitute an important milestone in
the development of CNNs. With this in mind, Xu et al. [125] proposed
InnoHAR, which is a neural network architecture that incorporates in-
ception convolutions with recurrent units. Inceptions were also utilized
in InceptionTime [33], which is an ensemble of deep CNNs inspired by a
variant of the original inception neural networks [112]. By incorporating
structural features that resembled InnoHAR and InceptionTime, Ronald
et al. [100] devised a deep neural network with inception and residual
connections, which proved successful in computer vision tasks [41].

Ohoud et al. [87] introduced CNNs that had variable kernel dimensions,
along with a bidirectional LSTM layer. These types of recurrent neural
networks have also been applied to HAR by Vishwanath et al. [12], Challa
et al. [16], and Li et al. [64]. Luptáková et al. [26] explored transformer
neural networks that were inspired by Vaswani’s work on machine trans-
lation [118]. They demonstrated that these types of neural networks can
have similar performances and present higher levels of parallelism in
comparison to architectures that are composed of recurrent units.

HAR methods are tested with public datasets for credibility purposes.
The most popular open datasets are PAMAP2 [99], Opportunity [19], Skoda
[135], MHEALTH [10], WISDM [58], and SBHAR [6]. These datasets in-
clude daily living activities such as walking, ascending stairs, descending
stairs, sitting, lying down, jogging, standing, cycling, running, and jumping.
Inertial motion sensors (i.e., accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetome-
ters) are the data modalities present in all these datasets.

2.2 Data Efficiency in HAR

As discussed in Chapter 1, performance may degrade significantly if a
disparity exists between the data distribution of the training set (i.e.,
source domain) and the test set (i.e., target domain). This is referred to
as a domain shift (or domain gap). An intuitive example of a domain
gap occurs in computer vision when the training and test sets present
differences in terms of illumination, pose, and image quality [119]. In
HAR, the domain shift problem occurs as a result of the distinction in
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Figure 2.3. An illustration on DA. The crosses and circles represent two distinct classes.
The dashed line represents a binary classifier that distinguishes between the
two classes. DA brings the target domain close to the source domain in terms
of data distribution. By doing so, the same classifier can be used for both
domains.

activity styles between the subjects in the training set and those in the
test set. A few factors can be used to determine the activity style of an
individual [105]:

• Distinctions in neural and biomechanical mechanisms across individuals
result in the variability of performing an activity. For instance, walking
is an activity in which these distinctions are significantly pronounced to
a point where it is possible to identify a person by their gait.

• Different individuals present different levels of dexterity and speed when
performing an activity. For example, in assembly and maintenance tasks,
veterans can exhibit noticeable behavior in comparison to beginners.

• Individuals who perform energy-demanding activities may experience
exhaustion at different levels and at different times, which affects their
activity styles.

Due to the high costs of data collection, instead of increasing the size
of training data, another approach called domain adaptation (DA) aims
to mitigate the domain shift and alleviate performance degradation. DA
also aims to bring the data distribution of the target domain closer to that
of the source domain. Figure 2.3 illustrates this basic concept. Recently,
DA methods that are based on generative adversarial neural networks
(GANs) [37] have gained momentum due to their impressive performance
levels [143]. In GAN-based DA, two neural networks, which are designated
as the discriminator and the generator, compete against each other in a
zero-sum game. While the discriminator is trained to distinguish data
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between domains, the generator attempts to confuse the discriminator by
generating domain-indistinguishable data.

While DA has been extensively researched in relation to computer vi-
sion, it has been under-explored in HAR to address CSPD. For instance,
Jiang et al. [48], on top of minimizing the cross-entropy loss for classifica-
tion, trained a neural network to ignore subject-dependent information by
ensuring that the extracted features were subject-indistinguishable. In
other words, the data distributions of the target and source domains were
brought together (which resembles the illustration in Figure 2.3) at the
feature level. This approach removed only subject-specific characteristics
that were seen in the training data. This left room for improvement.

A different approach was presented by Lin et al. [66]. The authors
employed a cosine similarity-based classification layer instead of the con-
ventional fully-connected layer at the end of a classification neural network.
Such a classification layer generates predictions by finding the class whose
average of features has a minimal angle with the extracted features. The
key idea was to calculate the average of features for each subject in the
test set. By doing so, the researchers aimed to personalize the proposed
cosine classifier. Hence, the domain adaptation was performed at the level
of the predictions. However, one should note that this required data from
the subjects of the test set.

Khan et al. [55] developed HDCNN. The method consisted of initially
training the deep learning model on the labeled source domain data and
then adapting it to the unlabeled target domain (e.g., a new user) by
minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the weights of the
source domain model and those of the target domain. Soleimani et al.
[104] developed SAGAN, which is a DA solution for CSPD that is heavily
based on GANs [37]. In SAGAN, the activity classifier is trained on data
from the source domain and artificially generated data from the target
domain. These artificial data are created by the generator network, which
learns to transform the source domain data into target domain data. This
is accomplished by competing against the discriminator network, whose
task is distinguishing whether the output of the generator matches the
distribution of the target domain. The aforementioned studies [55, 104, 66]
present two crucial issues:

1. The researchers utilize target domain data during the training. This
results in additional laborious sessions of data collection, even if annota-
tions are not required for the target domain data.

2. For every single subject (or group of subjects), a different activity recog-
nition model must be trained. Ideally, this would mean as many models
as subjects. Devising a sole model for a group of subjects is also possible
but will likely result in lower performance levels than what is ideal.
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We aim to address the mentioned issues by developing a novel neural
network architecture that is based on adversarial DA and identifies and
exploits subject-specific information in the input. Our work distinguishes
itself from the literature in two ways: 1) we remove the need for target
domain data during the training, and 2) our activity classifier is trained
to ignore subject variability from the training data as well as artificially
generated subject variability. More details are presented in Chapter 3.

2.3 Resource Efficiency in HAR

This section covers three topics that relate to resource efficiency in HAR,
including lighter deep neural networks, sensor channel selection, and con-
tinual learning. The first topic concerns the simplification of deep neural
networks for inference while retaining high classification performance
levels. The second topic, which is sensor channel selection, concerns the
optimization of the input; it aims to reduce its dimensionality and, conse-
quently, the neural network’s complexity. Finally, we discuss the recent
studies on continual learning by attending to their resource utilization.
Regarding the first two topics, the key to higher resource efficiency resides
in the effective removal of redundancies.

2.3.1 Lighter Deep Neural Networks

The high performance levels and feature learning characteristics of deep
learning algorithms – which are widely used in HAR – are the result
of several stacked layers that feature possibly millions of parameters
that progressively turn the raw abstract data into fine-grained and high-
level features for classification. These innumerable layers induce a high
memory footprint and computational expense, which renders the deep
learning-based HAR algorithm practically infeasible for low-cost resource-
constrained devices. For instance, a simple CNN-LSTM model may require
hundreds of kilobytes of memory and hundreds of millions of floating-point
operations per single prediction [106]. These figures relate to beyond
popular off-the-shelf microcontrollers that are widely used as wearable
devices due to their size and cost.

Neural network compression methods such as parameter pruning, quan-
tization, knowledge distillation, and low-rank and tensor decompositions
are the prevailing approaches to promoting lighter deep learning. By
“lighter,” we mean a lower computational resource consumption. We de-
scribe and review these categories of compression methods in the following
paragraphs.
Parameter pruning. This technique may be the most common approach
for compressing neural networks [90]. It consists of removing redundant
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parameters in a neural network. Different methods have been devised to
identify and prune these redundant parameters. For instance, He et al.
[43] proposed pruning entire channels in CNNs with a LASSO regression-
based [116] algorithm that selects the most discriminant channels and
prunes the redundant ones. In the work of He and Han [42], reinforcement
learning is leveraged to provide a compression policy. Molchanov et al.
[83] computed the contribution of an individual neuron to the final loss by
utilizing averaged gradients and weight values. Liu et al. [67] explored
pruning in RNNs, which represent an under-explored architecture in com-
pression algorithms, by initializing the network with a sparse topology and
optimizing the sparsity during the training.
Quantization. With quantization, the precision of the weights and activa-
tions of the neural network are reduced, which accelerates the inference
and decreases memory storage. During quantization, the weights and acti-
vations are restricted to a set of discrete values with either a uniform or
non-uniform distribution [36]. Zhang et al. [140] proposed a non-uniform
quantization scheme that is jointly trained with a neural network. Wu
et al. [122] demonstrated how to quantize from a 32-bit single-precision
floating-point format to an 8-bit integer numerical format with a perfor-
mance degradation of around 1%. The most extreme form of quantization,
binarization, has also been explored. Courbariaux and Bengio [22] pro-
posed a method for training a neural network with weights and activations
that are restricted to -1 and +1.
Knowledge distillation. This technique revolves around transferring
the generalization capability from a large neural network – or possibly an
ensemble of networks – to a compact model [81]. Hinton et al. [44] explored
this concept by training a compact neural network on a classification
dataset. However, instead of utilizing the labels of the dataset, the authors
proposed training the compact model to mimic the same predictions that
were provided by a larger neural network that had been trained on the
same dataset. The authors demonstrated that the achieved performance
surpasses that of the baseline (i.e., the compact model trained using the
labels of the dataset). Mirzadeh et al. [79] demonstrated that when the
size gap between a smaller model (which is also known as a student model)
and a larger model (i.e., a teacher model) is large, performance degradation
occurs during the knowledge distillation process. To circumvent this, the
authors proposed employing an intermediate-sized network (a teacher’s
assistant model) to bridge the size gap and yield better performances. Li
et al. [63] created the possibility of distilling knowledge without the need
for utilizing the entire dataset. The authors’ method facilitates knowledge
distillation with few unlabeled samples, which is especially useful when
the original dataset that was utilized to train a large model is no longer
accessible.
Low-rank matrix and tensor decompositions. Low-rank matrix de-
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composition aims to represent the weight matrix of a fully connected layer
as the multiplication of low-rank matrices, which consequently saves com-
putations and memory storage. The most common technique for conducting
low-rank approximations is the singular value decomposition (SVD) [57].
Due to the high computational costs of applying SVD at every training
step, Yang et al. [127] proposed a less resource-intensive solution. While
low-rank matrix decomposition can be utilized to compress CNNs, as is
done in [141], algorithms for higher-dimension tensors (the weights of con-
volutional layers are represented as 4D tensors) are necessary for higher
compression ratios [36]. Kim et al. [56] proposed utilizing Tucker decom-
positions [117] for compressing convolutional layers. In [92], Tensor-train
decomposition [92] is explored for compressing recurrent layers.

Distinct ideas that have been inspired by compression methods have
also been explored for resource-efficient HAR. For instance, Rashid et al.
[96] proposed an adaptive neural network to address resource efficiency
in HAR. A decision algorithm was used to control the size of the neural
network. During inference, such an algorithm was used to determine if a
portion of the neural network or its entirety would be utilized to predict
the activity. By occasionally utilizing only a portion of it, the researchers
could spare computational resources. In comparison to constantly utilizing
the entire neural network, the adaptive method demonstrated similar
performance capabilities. Another example was provided by Zhang et al.
[142]. They devised MDLdroidLite, which is a neural network architecture
that continually grows during training. The network’s growth is controlled
by a model predictive control optimization algorithm that aims to minimize
the loss function and the neural network’s structure simultaneously.

All the aforementioned research studies target the redundancies in the
parameters of neural networks to offer more viable solutions in terms
of resource efficiency. However, we envision that the current paradigm
of HAR presents additional redundancies that have not been considered
before. These redundancies are three-fold: overlapping sliding windows,
long sliding windows, and consecutive predictions of the same activity.
In our work, we demonstrate that resource consumption can be greatly
reduced by tackling these redundancies.

2.3.2 Sensor Channel Selection

Since the computational cost of HAR algorithms depends on the dimen-
sionality of the input, resource-efficient inferences can also be achieved by
minimizing the number of sensor channels without affecting the recogni-
tion performance of the algorithm, except for a negligible amount. Here,
this is referred to as a sensor channel (or simply a channel), which is a
data stream of a specific modality (e.g., an accelerometer, a gyroscope, a
magnetometer, etc.) that can be placed on a specific part of a subject’s
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body. An accelerometer is placed on the left wrist; a gyroscope is placed
on the chest, and a magnetometer is placed on the right ankle. These are
three examples of sensor channels. It is often the case that, during the
development of the hardware, an excessive number of sensor channels is
utilized to achieve a better performance. However, redundant or irrelevant
sensor channels that do not contribute to the overall recognition function
of the algorithm and instead incur higher computational costs may exist.
Therefore, the optimization of sensor channel selection can be converted
into the problem of redundancy reduction.

We split the literature on sensor channel selection into two categories:
exhaustive search methods and optimization-based methods. The former
category refers to thoroughly testing each possible combination of sensor
channels and selecting those by providing the highest recognition score.
The latter employs shortcuts such as minimizing an objective function to
explore the search space.
Exhaustive search. Zappi et al. [133] devised a dynamic sensor channel
selection algorithm. At run-time, the algorithm selects a minimal best-
performing combination depending on the availability of sensor channels.
The algorithm consists of a look-up table that contains 3,800 different
combinations of channels and their recognition performance, which were
obtained through an exhaustive search. During their follow-up research,
Zappi et al. [134] found that the search space for the exhaustive search
was significantly reduced by the use of efficient heuristics. Aziz et al.
[8] employed an exhaustive search to determine a minimum amount of
wearable sensors and their respective locations to maximize the classifica-
tion of daily-life activities. Similarly, Ertugrul and Kaya [29] utilized an
exhaustive search for daily-life activity recognition.

Exhaustive searches can be excessively resource-demanding even in shal-
low learning. For example, Espinilla et al. [30] used shallow learning and
tested more than 16,000 combinations of sensor channels in an application
to recognize home activities. Therefore, exhaustively examining the entire
search space is only plausible for a small number of sensor channels since
the computational costs increase exponentially when more channels are
available. For instance, a number of channels above 5 results in a search
space with more than 32 possibilities increases computational costs.
Optimization-based. An alternative to an exhaustive search is formu-
lating sensor channel selection as an optimization problem. Keally et al.
[54] resorted to ensemble learning. In their solution, which they named
PBN, there are as many classifiers as there are sensor channels. Each
classifier is exclusively utilized for a sensor channel. Hence, the sensor
channel selection problem is transformed into a classifier selection problem.
PBN makes use of the Pearson correlation coefficient to select classifiers.
Similarly, Cao et al. [14] assigned a classifier to each sensor channel. To
reduce redundancy among classifiers, the authors proposed two distinct
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methods. For instance, one of the proposed methods (mRMR) quantifies
redundancy among the predictions of the classifiers to select a subset of
classifiers with minimal redundancy. A similar method was proposed by
Min et al. [78],who assigned classifiers to groups of channels.

Yang et al. [129] used the concept of Markov decision processes to opti-
mize recognition performance while minimizing the number of selected
channels. Their algorithm consists of two shallow neural networks: a
classification network and a policy network. At run-time, all the sensor
channels are sampled, and 13 handcrafted features are extracted from
their data. The policy network is responsible for processing these features
and providing a binary vector that dictates the state of each sensor channel
as output – whether selected or not selected. Features that originated from
channels that were not selected become zeros, whereas those from selected
channels remain unmodified. The sparse set of features is given as input
to the classification network for activity recognition.

Yang et al.’s results demonstrated that the aforementioned method could
reduce the overall number of sensor channels without losing accuracy.
However, Yang et al. did not compute the costs involved in the process
of selecting channels using the policy network. Furthermore, classifying
the sparse set of features does not lead to an appreciable reduction in
computational costs, as opposed to performing the classification on a dense
set of features. This is only the case if the computational device that is
running the classification network is provided with accelerations for sparse
tensor algebra, which is hardly available on off-the-shelf microcontrollers
and microprocessors. Hence, the applicability of Yang et al.’s [129] method
for resource efficiency is limited to computing devices that have sparse
tensor algebra support. Furthermore, the memory footprint of the classifi-
cation network does not decrease with the utilization of sparse input data.
Instead, this computational cost increases due to the use of a secondary
network: the policy network.

Utilizing a classifier for each individual sensor channel, as done by
Keally et al. [54], Cao et al. [14], and Min et al. [78], does not facilitate
learning relationships across sensor channels, which may lead to reduced
recognition performance. For improved performance, combining features
from different channels before the classification layer instead of assigning a
separate classifier to each sensor channel is desirable. It is also desirable to
completely exclude, instead of zeroing out as Yang et al. [129] did, readings
that correspond to excluded sensor channels. In doing so, sparse tensor
algebra is not required, which results in higher gains in resource efficiency.
Unlike [129], the classifier model must have its memory footprint reduced
when channels are removed.
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2.3.3 Continual Learning

Continual learning addresses the problem of learning from an infinite
stream of data [24] with the purpose of always accommodating new knowl-
edge while retaining what was previously acquired. Hence, we envision
two different settings for continual learning in HAR:

• Class-incremental learning. In this setting, the HAR solution must
be expanded with additional activity classes. An example can be a smart
home system in which the user can configure their own gestures for
specific purposes [27].

• Style-incremental learning. Certain activities can suffer variations in
how they are performed. For instance, in an HAR solution for employee
training, employees are expected to perform activities at a faster pace as
they improve their skills.

Learning a new class or a group of classes is termed a task, and the
same applies to style. At run-time, a neural network that was initially
trained for a certain number of tasks receives a stream of data from new
tasks and is required to learn them without forgetting previously learned
tasks. The challenge resides precisely in retaining old knowledge since
it can be abruptly lost when new information is learned. This is termed
catastrophic forgetting. Retraining the neural network with the data from
all tasks ensures that forgetting does not happen. However, in many cases,
the data from old tasks may not be available anymore. Furthermore, the
computational costs involved in re-training from the ground up can be
extensively high.

Various methods have been devised to alleviate catastrophic forgetting.
They are classified into regularization-based, replay-based, and parameter
isolation methods. We describe several relevant studies in the following
sections. One should note that these methods disregard resource efficiency.

Regularization-based continual learning consists of utilizing an
additional loss term on top of the conventional cross-entropy term whose
minimization preserves previously acquired knowledge. The most promi-
nent regularization-based methods are elastic weight consolidation (EWC)
[115], learning without forgetting (LwF) [65], synaptic intelligence (SI)
[139], and memory aware synapses (MAS) [3]. Under LwF [65], knowledge
distillation [44] is explored in continual learning by distilling knowledge
from previous tasks into new ones. In the case of SI [139], each weight of
the neural network has an importance score. Weights that are important
for previously learned tasks receive high scores, which means that changes
in these weights are penalized the most. A similar approach is presented
in [3] and [115]. The sole difference between these methods is how the
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importance of each weight is calculated. Under MAS [3], the importance is
calculated based on how sensitive the output is to a change in the value
of the weight. In EWC [115], the Bayesian framework is utilized for this
purpose since it requires the posterior of previous tasks to be the prior of
new tasks.

An empirical analysis of regularization-based methods for HAR was con-
ducted by Jha et al. [47]. In the study, they observe that these methods fall
short in terms of performance. A possible explanation is offered by Shin et
al. [103]. Since deep neural networks for HAR are usually lightweight so
that they can fit into resource-constrained devices, different tasks poten-
tially compete for the same weights, which installs a trade-off between the
performance on the new tasks versus the performance on old tasks. It is
possible to address such a trade-off by starting off with a fairly complex
neural network. However, this results in unnecessary resource utilization
and may lead to overfitting during the performance of early tasks. Hence,
regularization-based methods pose major drawbacks for HAR.

In replay-based methods, a small subset of samples (which are de-
scribed as “episodic” or “replay memory”) from previous tasks are uti-
lized to retrain the neural network while learning new tasks and avoid
forgetting previously learned knowledge. Rebuffi et al. [98] devised a
class-incremental algorithm with an episodic memory of equal size for
each class, which they named incremental classifier and representation
learning (iCaRL). For a specific class, the samples are carefully selected
to ensure that they have the smallest Euclidean distances to the mean of
the learned features of the class in question. iCaRL [98] also employs a
knowledge distillation loss term in the previously learned classes.

Shin et al. [103] developed deep generative replay (DGR), in which GANs
[37] are utilized to generate several fake samples that mimic previous
training examples to reduce memory utilization that is involved in storing
a multitude of real samples. For better results, DGR also combines a
regularization-based term, such as the one as in [65]. Lopez-Paz and
Ranzato [68] devised gradient episodic memory (GEM), in which continual
learning is formalized as a constrained optimization problem to minimize
the loss for a new task while avoiding an increase in losses for previous
tasks. To solve such an optimization problem, GEM makes use of an
episodic memory. Averaged GEM (AGEM) was later proposed by Chaudhry
et al. [17] to simplify the optimization problem for lower computational
costs.

Ye et al. [131] investigated diverse architectures of GANs for generat-
ing artificial rehearsal data in HAR. These architectures were found to
outperform common continual learning methods such as iCaRL [98] when
processing low-dimensional data. However, the utilization of GANs for
continual learning incurs excessive computational costs since a pair that is
composed of a generator and a discriminator is instantiated for each task.
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During the training of a certain task k, k +1 additional neural networks are
present, which eventually defeats the purpose of avoiding the storage of
large amounts of real replay data. Furthermore, the instability of training
GANs [82] is still an open research problem that requires several rounds of
trial and error hyper-parameter tuning. Clearly, the utilization of GANs for
continual learning purposes is infeasible for low-cost resource-constrained
devices.

In [130], GEM [68] is utilized in HAR for learning an increasing number
of activities. On top of this replay-based method, when a new activity
must be learned, the neural network suffers a layer addition whose initial
weights are carefully selected to avoid catastrophic forgetting as the result
of the expansion. This approach, however, is extremely computationally
expensive due to the utilization of GEM and the procedure for carefully
initializing the weights of new layers.

Parameter isolation methods consist of segmenting the neural net-
work into several portions, each of which is responsible for storing and
preserving knowledge from a specific task. Rusu et al. [101] proposed
progressive neural networks (PNN), which form a class of neural networks
that can grow in size to accommodate knowledge from additional tasks.
The expansion in a PNN happens laterally, which results in a scenario
in which prior knowledge could be leveraged when learning a new task.
Initially, PNNs might seem to be resource-demanding. However, when
learning a new task, only the weights of the lateral expansion are allowed
to be trained, which results in backward passes of lower costs. The per-
formance of PNNs in class-incremental scenarios is a major drawback
regarding this type of neural network since they lack an effective method
for counteracting forgetting.

PackNet [72], which is another example of a parameter isolation method,
consists of two distinct phases that address catastrophic forgetting: train-
ing and pruning. During the training phase, the neural network is in-
structed to minimize the conventional classification loss by utilizing only a
specific group of weights. During the pruning phase, unimportant weights
are selected as the group of weights for the upcoming task, while the
important ones are fixed. One should note that eventually, PackNet will
suffer from the same trade-off presented by regularization-based methods
in which the new and old tasks compete for the same weights.

HAR has not benefited from continual learning despite the latest ad-
vances in this area. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, continual
learning methods were devised to consider images as input rather than
time-series sensor data. Because they do not consider the intricacies of
time-series sensor data in their designs, the performance of these meth-
ods is not satisfactory when applied in the domain of HAR. Second, the
proposed continual learning methods are incredibly resource-demanding.
Hence, a resource-efficiency continual learning method that has been de-
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signed for time-series sensor data is needed.

2.4 The Simulation-Driven Design of HAR Systems

Labor costs increase when the design process is repeated due to unsat-
isfactory recognition performance. Since there are no exact formulas or
guidelines for defining a sensor configuration that permits a pre-defined
satisfactory recognition performance at the end of the pipeline, the se-
lection of sensor modalities, the number of sensors, and their locations
is addressed by intuition. This often results in the need for revising the
initial design (i.e., the sensor configuration). With a different sensor con-
figuration, a prototype needs to be modified or even created anew. The
following steps, from the data collection to the evaluation of the algorithm,
must be conducted again. In the following subsections, we present the
latest endeavors to address the aforementioned inefficiencies in the design
of HAR systems.

A virtual environment for experimenting with various HAR designs is
the key to tackling the inefficiency of the labor-intensive design process.
The primordial component of such a virtual environment for experimenting
with HAR designs is sensor simulation. Such a component converts motion
data that is available in other formats – such as in a video or a recording
that was made with a motion capture system – into signals that represent
a virtual sensor of a specific modality on a certain body location. We begin
this section by reviewing the literature on sensor simulation. We concen-
trate on the simulation of IMU sensors since these are the most common
modality in HAR. We then explore the recent studies on simulation-driven
design, which utilizes simulators to generate synthetic data for designing
and evaluating HAR solutions.

2.4.1 Sensor Simulation

One of the first studies in sensor simulation was published by Parés et al.
[93] in 2008. They developed an IMU simulator platform that reproduces
several error signals to provide realistic virtual readings. However, the
platform is oriented towards navigation applications with geo-referenced
trajectories as input. Young et al. [132] designed IMUSim, which is an
open-source Python library for generating virtual IMU sensor readings
from human motion. IMUSim includes several categories of real-world
errors such as random noise, bias, axis misalignment, cross-axis sensitivity,
and magnetic field distortions. In comparison to real IMU measurements,
IMUSim delivers positive results in terms of realistic simulation. Brunner
et al. [13] conducted similar research by developing an in-depth realistic
simulator for IMUs.
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Error-free simulations have been devised by several researchers. In
MEASURed [114], accelerometers were simulated by obtaining the second
derivative of the virtual sensor’s position regarding time. Mundt et al. [84]
utilized motion capture data about the human gait to simulate error-free
IMU readings. Despite the simplistic simulations, some researchers have
demonstrated [50] that classifiers that are trained on error-free virtual
IMU readings can still be utilized to predict activities with real-world data
as input with a reasonable recognition performance.

The aforementioned methods are either discontinued and lacking docu-
mentation (which is the case for IMUSim [132]), unavailable to the public,
or do not offer realistic simulations. However, MATLAB [76] is an easily ac-
cessible and simple tool to use. It contains several functions for simulating
IMU readings with a comprehensible set of error signals such as the effects
of the environmental temperature on the readings, which represent a sys-
tematic error, or a random walk, which represents a non-systematic error.
The complete mathematical model of MATLAB’s IMU sensor simulation is
documented in detail on the software’s website [75].

2.4.2 Simulation-Driven Platforms

Several simulation-driven platforms have been developed for assisting in
designing HAR systems. For instance, Kwon et al. [59] developed IMU-
Tube, which is a framework that applies off-the-shelf 3D pose estimation
and tracking techniques to obtain human motion from videos. The authors
proposed converting the motion into virtual IMU sensor readings with the
use of the IMUSim library [132]. To bridge the gap in data distribution
between real and virtual IMU readings, they also introduced an algorithm
in their work. The conducted experiments provided evidence that HAR al-
gorithms that are trained on virtual data deliver satisfactory performances
when tested with real data, at least for simple activities such as those
involving locomotion.

Rey et al. [34] avoided estimating 3D poses from monocular images. The
authors claimed that such a step negatively influences the recognition
performance of classifiers. To address this problem, they proposed a deep
neural network for generating virtual IMU data directly from 2D poses
from videos (i.e., pixel coordinates), which can be extracted using Openpose
[15]. The researchers demonstrated that the F1-score of activity classifiers
that are trained with virtual data serves as an estimation of the F1-score
of classifiers that are trained on real data, with a 10% margin of error.

In an improvement of IMUTube [60], a method was developed for auto-
matically detecting and removing possibly noisy human pose estimations
due to body occlusions and blurred video frames from fast motions or shaky
camera movements. The experiments produced an improvement in com-
parison to the previous version of IMUTube [59]. However, the method
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still demonstrated mediocre performance for complex activities.
IMUTube [59] and its enhancement in [60] do not employ a virtual

human model that reproduces extracted human motions while equipped
with sensors at different body locations. Because of this, it is only possible
to place virtual sensors on the points provided by the 3D pose estimation
algorithm. Simulating sensors at arbitrary locations is also not possible
according to the work of Rey et al. [34] since the deep learning model is
trained to only generate readings at specific locations. While these three
studies can still be utilized as a virtual environment for simulating HAR
designs, the options for such designs are limited.

Asare et al. [7] proposed BodySim, which is a virtual environment
platform that contains a human model that is animated according to
human motions that are extracted using motion capture systems. Due to
the utilization of this human model, the platform supports the placement
of virtual IMU sensors on arbitrary body locations. BodySim uses IMUSim
[132] to simulate IMU readings. Even though a great number of designs
can be tested in BodySim, the platform lacks an automatic search for
an optimal design. The user of the platform is required to propose all
the possible designs and analyze each one of them individually, which is
a cumbersome task. This limitation is also present in the work of Xia
and Sugiura [123], who utilized a human model in Unity3D to reproduce
motions that were captured using motion capture systems.

The platform that was developed by Xia and Sugiura was extended to
include an automatic optimization tool in [124]. Given a certain number of
sensors, the optimization algorithm searched for a combination of sensor
locations to maximize the activity recognition performance. This has been
termed sensor placement optimization.1 However, a major limitation is
still present in this work: the use of motion capture data. Collecting such
data requires complex and expensive motion capture systems. Our work
aims to address this limitation by allowing the user to utilize 2D videos
that can be easily captured using smartphones and web cameras.

2.5 Summary

Our initial examination of the state-of-the-art research on HAR revealed
a large body of studies that are devoted to developing more intricate
deep neural network architectures for improving recognition performance.
Then, we identified three categories of inefficiency in HAR and explained
the importance of directing efforts from developing better recognition
algorithms to tackling such inefficiencies. Later, we closely examined each
of these inefficiencies by analyzing the recent studies that aimed to resolve

1We refer to sensor placement optimization as a simpler variant of sensor channel
selection in which only one sensor modality is present.
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them. Simultaneously, we indicated the limitations of these studies, which
are summarized as key messages in the following paragraphs.

• The simplest solution for CSPD requires numerous data collection ses-
sions with a multitude of subjects. Previously developed solutions for
alleviating CSPD (without large amounts of data) require the training of
a separate neural network for each subject of the test set (or a group of
them). For this purpose, unlabeled target domain data are required to be
collected. Our solution removes these requirements.

• Several researchers have focused on addressing the redundancies in
the structure of the neural network by proposing generic compression
methods. These methods can also be applied to achieve higher levels of
resource efficiency in HAR. However, the current HAR paradigm includes
three distinct categories of redundancies that were previously overlooked.
We tackle these redundancies and demonstrate that, by doing so, resource
utilization can be considerably spared.

• Sensor channel selection is crucial to improving resource efficiency since
it facilitates a smaller input size and, consequently, simpler neural net-
work architecture. Previous researchers who have studied this topic
have either utilized exhaustive searches or optimization-based methods.
The former category is computationally prohibitive for medium-to-large
numbers of sensor channels, whereas the solutions for the latter category
present several shortcomings that culminate in lower recognition perfor-
mance. We avoid such shortcomings in our optimization-based sensor
channel selection algorithm.

• Continual learning has been widely explored in computer vision. Various
researchers have proposed increasingly better methods for preventing
forgetting. However, these methods induce high demands for computing
resources, which render their employment in HAR scenarios infeasible.
We propose a lightweight continual learning method for HAR.

• The costs involved in the iterative process of designing a HAR system can
be tackled with a virtual environment in which different designs can be
simulated and tested. Previously proposed simulation-driven platforms
require the utilization of highly accurate motion data that must be
acquired with expensive motion capture systems. Our proposed platform
allows the user to use monocular video data as input and supports sensor
placement optimization and model training that uses synthetic sensor
readings.
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3. Enabling Efficient Human Activity
Recognition

In this chapter, we outline the contributions of each publication and review
how they address the research questions that are presented in Chapter
1. Table 3.1 provides an overview of the publications, their key outcomes,
and their corresponding research questions. The rest of this chapter is
organized into several sections. RQ1 is addressed in Section 3.1, which
elaborates on how CSPD can be alleviated with the use of novel neural
network architecture and training loss functions. In Section 3.2, we focus
on improving resource efficiency in HAR (i.e., RQ2). Section 3.3 describes
how our simulation-driven platform for HAR can allow HAR systems to
be designed in a labor-efficient manner (RQ3). Finally, in Section 3.4, we
debate the open questions for future work.

3.1 Alleviating CSPD in HAR

As discussed in Section 2.2, the disparity in the data distribution between
the source and the target domain data gives rise to domain shift. DA aims
to deal with this domain gap by manipulating the data distributions of
both domains. In Publication II, to address the data inefficiency problem,
we start by positing that each sliding window (in both training and infer-
ence scenarios) is composed of subject-dependent and subject-independent
information. The former is responsible for the domain gap that causes
CSPD. By modifying the subject-dependent information with the insertion
of random noise, we can simulate distinct activity styles and thus augment
the original dataset in terms of subject variability. The evident challenge
in this approach is that, if not properly carried out, such modifications can
result in corrupted data that no longer represent any activity. A neural
network that is trained with corrupted data will, naturally, perform poorly.

Our approach to this challenge is described and illustrated in Figure
3.1. To extract subject-independent information from the sliding windows,
we employed a pair of neural networks in an adversarial setting that was
similar to [109]. In this setting, the generator received the sliding window
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Research
question Publication Summary of research results

RQ1 II
A novel neural network architecture and training loss
function based on adversarial learning to improve CSPD

RQ2
I

A new neural network architecture and training protocol
with short non-overlapping sliding windows.

III
An automatic sensor channel selection method for deep
learning that minimizes redundancies in the input data

IV
A lightweight and high-performing continual learning
solution for HAR

RQ3 V
A simulation-driven pipeline that utilizes video data
as input for designing HAR solutions

Table 3.1. The research questions that are addressed in particular publications and the
key outcomes of each publication.

Figure 3.1. An overview of the process of training the generator of artificial subject vari-
ability.

as input and applied several transformations to it to generate an output
that was indistinguishable from the subject that it originally stemmed
from. The discriminator, however, attempted to classify the subject from
the output of the generator. Similarly, another pair of networks was
utilized to extract subject-dependent information. However, in this pair,
the generator did not establish a mini-max game with the discriminator.
Instead, the two neural networks cooperated to reach the same goal. After
the sliding window was split into its two constituents, we enforced the
reconstruction of the original window by merging subject-independent
and subject-dependent information with the use of an additional neural
network that was denominated as the merger. In total, these five neural
networks were trained together.

After training the five aforementioned networks, we modified each sliding
window in the dataset by applying random noise to the subject-dependent
information before the reconstruction with the merger network (Figure
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Figure 3.2. An overview of the process of the generation of artificial subject variability.

Figure 3.3. An overview of the process of training the classifier with original and artificial
subject variability.

3.2). This technique augmented the original dataset with artificial subject
variability. Finally, we trained the activity classification neural network
with both original and artificial data (Figure 3.3). By being presented with
high subject variability during the training, we expected the feature extrac-
tion layers of the classifier to output subject-independent features to the
classification layer. To further assist with this goal, the feature extraction
layers of the classifier also played a mini-max game with an additional
discriminator that attempted to distinguish the features regarding the
subject it originated from.

One should notice that, during the test stage, all the other neural net-
works could be discarded, with the exception of the classifier. Hence, our
method did not incur higher computational costs when it was deployed. In
summary, the contributions of our solution are three-fold:

1. It removes the need for utilizing target domain data (even if such data
can be unlabeled) during the training. This distinguishes our work from
the work that was done by Khan et al. [55], Lin et al. [66], and Soleimani
et al. [104].

2. As an additional distinction from the three aforementioned studies, our
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solution does not require a different activity recognition model to be
trained for each test subject (or group of test subjects). Instead, a unique
classifier is utilized for all possible test subjects.

3. Unlike the work of Jiang et al. [48], the feature extraction layers of
our activity classifier were trained with both original and artificially
generated subject variability. This facilitated a more effective way of
counteracting CSPD.

We utilized open data sets to evaluate our proposal and observed a gain
of nearly 10% in cross-subject performance in comparison to the baseline
method, which does not use artificially generated subject variability. Such
results indicate that our method can effectively alleviate CSPD.

3.2 Improving Resource Efficiency in HAR

Our solution to RQ2 consists of three parts. First, we introduce how
to use short and non-overlapping sliding windows to significantly reduce
inference costs without degrading the recognition performance (Publication
I). Additionally, in the first part, we present how to further achieve resource
efficiency during long-lasting activities such as walking, jogging, sitting, etc.
Second, we propose a sensor channel selection algorithm to minimize the
use of irrelevant or redundant information from the input data (Publication
III). Finally, to improve efficiency during on-device training, we provide a
lightweight continual learning method (Publication IV).

3.2.1 Rethinking the Current Paradigm of HAR

In Publication I, we identify three key redundancies that exist in the
current paradigm of HAR. These redundancies are ignored in the studies
discussed in Section 2.3.1, and tackling them is vital to enabling a more
resource-efficient HAR. We discuss these redundancies and how they are
approached in our work in the following paragraphs.

During the training, the use of overlapping windows allowed the same
portion of data to be located in different windows at distinct locations. This
served as a data augmentation method that helped the neural network to
better generalize. During the inference, overlapping windows repeated in-
formation that was previously seen to provide a wider temporal context for
the neural network, which improved recognition. Naturally, this resulted
in computational redundancy since the same information was processed
more than once.

We established that the key to maintaining a wide temporal context
without resorting to overlapping windows relies on how recurrent layers –
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such as LSTM [45] and gated recurrent units (GRU) [21] – are employed.
Previous researchers [39, 95, 91, 87, 16, 64, 23] have limited the training
of these layers to extract temporal information contained only inside the
sliding window and thus did not consider the temporal context across a
sequence of windows. As our first contribution, we propose including this
characteristic of inter-window temporal context in recurrent layers during
the training of a neural network. We did this by training the recurrent
layer using the backpropagation algorithm through the data of M previous
windows, where M is an integer hyper-parameter of the training. By
enforcing the recurrent layer in recalling data from previous windows, we
eliminated the need for overlapping windows.

The use of long sliding windows also stems from the necessity of having
a wider temporal context during a prediction. However, this use results in
a higher number of parameters (i.e., weights and biases) in certain layers,
such as fully-connected and recurrent layers. This is not the case for con-
volutional layers since, in these layers, the parameters are shared along
the temporal dimension. Nevertheless, shortening the windows can signifi-
cantly reduce the memory footprint of the neural network. Enforcing the
recurrent layers to learn inter-window temporal contexts also eliminates
the need for long sliding windows. Hence, by modifying how recurrent
layers are trained, we were able to reduce both memory footprints and
computational expenses.

Our approach of using short non-overlapping sliding windows provides
additional benefits. When a sliding window contains more than one ac-
tivity, which typically happens when an activity ends and another starts,
the window is usually labeled with the activity that dominates its length.
Using long windows results in a higher probability of such transition sit-
uations. During inference, the neural network will ignore the incoming
activity in favor of the one that still dominates the long window, which
delays the prediction of the activity that just started. Using shorter win-
dows facilitates making quicker predictions. Furthermore, windows that
contain more than one activity confuse the neural network since it has
to ignore a certain portion of the window to recognize the most present
activity. Shorter windows reduce the incidence of such confusion during
the training and thus assist with obtaining more accurate predictions.

Activities such as walking, jogging, sitting, or standing can last for
several minutes. As the neural network continues to predict these long-
lasting activities across several consecutive windows, the same features are
redundantly extracted, which results in a misuse of the computation. As
our second contribution, to address this issue, we propose the utilization of
an additional neural network that we have termed the secondary network,
whose task is analyzing whether the task that was seen in the previous
window is also present in the current window. Since the secondary network
has a task of lower complexity (a binary classification problem instead of a
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Figure 3.4. An overview of our sensor channel selection algorithm. At the end of the
algorithm, the activity being performed on the input is predicted.

multi-class one), its structure can be significantly simpler. When a long-
lasting activity commences, the operation is switched from the primary
to the secondary network and remains there until the secondary network
predicts the end of the long-lasting activity. In summary, our contributions
that are proposed in Publication I are two-fold:

1. We trained the recurrent layer of our neural network to recall data from
previous windows. This eliminated the need for overlaps and long sliding
windows, which considerably improved resource efficiency.

2. Our neural network has an additional mode of operation, which utilizes
a lightweight structure to predict the continuation of long-lasting activ-
ities. This mode saves computational resources in cases in which the
same activity persists for minutes or even hours.

To validate our proposal, we utilized open datasets in diverse experi-
ments. The use of short non-overlapping windows combined with a simpler
network for long-lasting activities resulted in up to 35% fewer parameters
and 8x less computation regarding the baseline, which incorporated the
conventional data segmentation into long overlapping windows and did
not address redundancies due to long-lasting activities. In terms of recog-
nition performance, our method delivered comparable results regarding
the baseline.

3.2.2 Sensor Channel Selection

In Publication III, we propose a novel neural network architecture (il-
lustrated in Figure 3.4) that follows the principle of minimizing the use
of redundant and irrelevant information across sensor channels without
significant performance degradation. Our neural network begins with a
dropout layer [110], which represents our first contribution. During the
training, each sensor channel had a pre-defined probability that needed
to be removed by the dropout layer. If a channel was removed, the cor-
responding data streams of the channel were removed from the input of
the following neural network layers. The dropout layer [110] was origi-
nally proposed to prevent overfitting in neural networks by breaking up
co-adaptations that were specific to the training data, which improved
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the generalization capabilities of the neural networks. In our work, we
built on the premise that standard back-propagation builds co-adaptations
between sensor channels. Such co-adaptations make the trained neural
network highly dependent on all sensor channels. Even if some of them
do not contribute to the recognition performance, their replacement with
random noise would significantly degrade the performance of a neural
network. By randomly dropping out sensor channels during the training,
we forced the neural network to learn to work with random combinations
of channels.

At a later stage, the channels that had not been dropped out were pro-
cessed in blocks that contained inception layers in which spatial and
temporal features could be extracted. Each block was devoted to one sensor
channel and was completely independent of the other blocks. The extracted
features of each sensor channel were then merged using a channel fusion
block. In such a block, we propose fusing channels with a simple weighted
sum. However, we also propose that the weight of each channel should
be a learnable parameter that not only depends on the channel itself but
also on the other channels that are present during the fusion. After the
fusion, the weighted sum of the channel features should be passed to a
fully-connected layer to produce the prediction.

To stimulate the neural network to learn to utilize as few sensor channels
as possible for accurate classification, we employed a loss function term (in
addition to the conventional cross-entropy term) that forced an imbalance
in the set of weights of the channel fusion sum. Such an imbalance meant
that some channels would have a high weight, whereas other ones would
have a low value for weight. Naturally, channels with a higher weight had
more influence on the sum and, hence, were deemed to contribute more to
the final classification score. The described loss function term is our third
contribution. At the end of the training, the weights of the channels could
be utilized to create a ranked list of sensor channels according to their
importance.

At run-time, it is possible to select a certain number of the highest-
contributing sensor channels to meet the desired trade-off between compu-
tational costs and recognition performance. Hence, our method is modular.
By providing insight into the most important channels, our method helps
to unveil the black-box nature of deep learning models. Another advantage
of our method comes from the use of the dropout layer: it gives the neural
network the ability to deal with sensor malfunctions more robustly. Our
contributions are recapped in the following paragraphs.

1. We proposed using a dropout layer that removes each channel with a
predefined probability during the training. This breaks co-adaptations
between sensor channels, which permits the neural network to exhibit
greater performance capabilities when only a portion of all the available
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channels are utilized.

2. We fused the features generated from each channel by utilizing a
weighted sum. The parameters of the sum were learned by the neu-
ral network.

3. We stimulated an imbalance in the aforementioned parameters. This
forced the neural network to minimize input information.

All the described contributions collaborated to form a higher-performing
sensor channel selection method. Our experiments on diverse open datasets
demonstrated that our method offers a significantly higher classification
performance and reduced resource utilization in comparison to the studies
on optimization-based channel selection by Keally et al. [54], Cao et al.
[14], and Min et al. [78]. Moreover, we distinguished our work from Keally
et al.’s [54], Cao et al.’s [14], and Min et al.’s [78] work by intentionally
allowing features that originated from different channels to be combined
before the classification layer, which made it possible for inter-channel
dependencies to be learned. We emphasize that learning inter-channel
dependencies is essential for higher recognition performance. Much like
Yang et al. [129], our method presents modularity regarding the sensor
channels. However, our method does not require zeroing-out inputs that
originated from excluded sensor channels; hence, our method provides
more substantial resource efficiency. In comparison to Yang et al. [129],
our method only employs one neural network, which collaborates to create
a light memory footprint.

3.2.3 Enabling Lightweight Continual Learning

As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the latest methods that have been devel-
oped for continual learning overlook the aspect of resource efficiency by
entirely focusing on counteracting forgetting. Publication IV addresses the
challenge of resource efficiency in continual learning in HAR while also
directing efforts to high performance. It proposes a replay-based method
that is computationally light, memory efficient, and simple to implement.
The method addresses both class-incremental and style-incremental learn-
ing scenarios through two distinct novelties that are deeply founded on the
peculiarities of HAR.

For our first contribution, we found that the use of a highly-compressed
replay memory facilitated great memory efficiency and low computational
expense while effectively circumventing catastrophic forgetting. Consider-
ing that a careful selection of samples for the replay memory is crucial to
effectively suppress catastrophic forgetting, we propose a sample selection
algorithm that maximizes the diversity present in the replay memory re-
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Figure 3.5. The compression process that was applied to the samples of the replay memory.

Figure 3.6. The concept of maximizing (by increasing sparsity) intra-activity variability
in the replay memory.

garding ways of performing the activities. This is our second contribution.
We utilize the term “sample” to refer to a sliding window.

Considering that the computing device was constrained regarding mem-
ory availability, we propose down-sampling and reducing the precision of
the samples before they are stored in the replay memory, as illustrated
in Figure 3.5. By doing so, a larger number of samples can be fit into the
limited memory space of the computing device. Our findings reveal that
a greater number of compressed samples is more beneficial to preventing
catastrophic forgetting in HAR than a lower number of original samples.
For the down-sampling method, we used decimation to lower the sampling
rate to as low as 4Hz. While 4Hz is well below the recommended data
sampling rate for training a HAR system, we discovered that it is sufficient
for the purposes of continual learning.

The precision of the samples was reduced by casting all values from
single-precision (i.e., float32) to half-precision (i.e., float16), which, in prac-
tice, signified rounding the decimal places of all the values in the sample.
Before the replay memory could be utilized to prevent catastrophic forget-
ting, the samples needed to have their original sampling rates restored.
We did so by up-sampling with cubic interpolation. Furthermore, we added
zeros are added as trailing decimal places to cast the values back to single-
precision. Hence, the samples were only compressed during their storage
in the replay memory.

Our method was also built on the premise that, when accommodating new
knowledge, it is essential for the neural network to retain the knowledge
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related to the intra-activity variability (i.e., the various ways the same
activity can be performed). Since the replay memory is at the core of
alleviating forgetting in our method, we must emphasize that the set of
samples for the replay memory presents a rich activity style variability.
The natural question concerns how to ensure intra-activity variability in
the replay memory at a low computational cost (i.e., without resorting
to complex methods such as GSS [4]). We did this by assuming that as
time passes, the intra-activity variability grows. That is, two consecutive
samples have lower variability than distant ones do. Therefore, ideally,
the samples in the replay memory should be located as far apart from each
other as possible. This concept is depicted in Figure 3.6.

By assigning an integer identifier to each sample such that consecutively
collected samples have consecutive identifiers, our sample selection algo-
rithm imposes a replay memory with sparsely distributed identifiers. It is
computationally light since it mainly involves addition and subtraction op-
erations on integers. The assumption that intra-activity variability grows
as time passes is reasonable since the factors that bring such variability
are driven by time. For instance, time is responsible for activity variability
in the following cases: 1) an increasing level of skill in performing when a
certain activity is attained; 2) injuries, physical impairments, or tiredness
that affect the way the user performs the activity; and 3) sensor placement
drift and sensor aging that gradually alters the distribution of the data.
Our contributions are summarized in the following list.

1. We found that a highly-compressed replay memory that is rich in sam-
ples is more beneficial in curbing catastrophic forgetting than a replay
memory with unmodified (but also fewer) samples.

2. We proposed carefully selecting the samples of the replay memory to
maximize the activity style variability that is present in it.

We have ported four distinct continual learning methods for HAR. Namely,
GEM [68], AGEM [17], EWC [115], and LwF [65]. These methods were
previously devised for computer vision applications and served as base-
lines for comparison in our experiments. In these experiments, we utilized
four distinct public datasets by considering both class-incremental and
style-incremental settings. The results revealed that our method deliv-
ered higher accuracy while utilizing approximately 3x less memory and
providing up to a 3.5x faster training duration.
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Figure 3.7. An overview of our simulation-driven pipeline for designing HAR solutions.
DL stands for deep learning.

3.3 Designing HAR Systems via Simulations from Video Data

We applied the concept of simulation-driven design, as discussed in Section
2.4, to develop a more efficient design process and method for wearable
sensor-based HAR systems. More specifically, we proposed a simulation
platform that automatically creates a design of a HAR system, including
hardware configurations and classification models, from monocular videos
of the activities of interest. It extracts 3D hand pose information from
video data, pre-processes such information, applies inverse kinetics to
transform it into hand joint angles, optimizes the placement of the sensors
based on the hand joint analysis, utilizes the sensor simulator to generate
synthetic sensor readings from motion, and trains classification models
from synthetic sensor readings. Such a pipeline, as illustrated in Figure
3.7, was implemented with eight distinct modules. In the implementation
of these modules, we solved two challenges related to simulation-driven
design, including minimizing the impact caused by the errors that were
caused by the imprecise 3D pose estimations that were extracted from
the monocular videos and optimizing sensor placement for simulation-
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driven platforms. We describe each module of our platform in the following
sections.
Data Pre-processing. The input to our system consists of 3D pose infor-
mation regarding human motion data, specifically hand motion informa-
tion, for the activities of interest. Such information can be supplied using
motion-capture-based recordings or extracted from monocular videos. If
videos are provided as input, our pipeline utilizes MediaPipe [69], which
is an off-the-shelf deep learning solution, to extract 3D pose information.
Then, the data pre-processing module applies three different transforma-
tions to the 3D pose information: scaling, translating, and rotating. Such
transformations, which are our first contribution, are applied to minimize
the impact of errors in scale, position, and orientation estimation due to im-
precise motion capture recordings or 3D pose extractions from monocular
videos.
Inverse Kinematics. The output of the data pre-processing module is
passed to the inverse kinematics module, which transforms the motions
described by 3D hand pose information into motions that are expressed
as hand joint angles for a human model in OpenSim [62, 25]. OpenSim is
an open-source software that is oriented towards the development, simu-
lation, and biomechanical analysis of musculoskeletal structure models.
In OpenSim, the motions provided in the data pre-processing module are
reproduced using a virtual human model. OpenSim also provides an error
analysis that quantifies the quality of the reproduced motions in the vir-
tual model. As part of our first contribution, we utilized this analysis to
detect and filter out the worst 3D pose estimations.
Data Augmentation. Since our pipeline relies on deep learning, which is
extremely data-hungry, we employed two distinct strategies to augment the
dataset of hand joint angles. The first strategy revolved around simulating
different hand sizes based on statistical measurements of the human
hand [20, 31, 73]. The second strategy, which is termed time-warping,
applies transformations to the motions to simulate different speeds and
accelerations of performing an activity. To perform time-warping, our
approach was inspired by Park et al. [94] and Ma et al. [71]. Augmenting
the dataset was also important as a countermeasure for removing certain
imprecise pose estimations, which was done during the previous step.
Sensor Placement Optimization. This module analyzes the motions
that were expressed as hand joint angles to provide several candidate sen-
sor locations on the virtual human model and their estimated importance
to the classification task (i.e., it performs sensor placement optimization).
Since we focused on hand gestures, these locations lay on the hand. Unlike
other works related to optimizing sensor information [124, 54, 14, 129, 78],
our research utilized hand joint angles as opposed to artificial sensor read-
ings. This was done by analyzing the joint angles throughout the execution
of the gestures/activities, finding redundancies in the movements, and
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utilizing heuristics to decide on a possibly optimal design. Our sensor
placement optimization is a quicker, more intuitive, and more reliable
method since it is more tractable for working with hand joint angles than
with IMU readings such as accelerations, angular velocities, and magnetic
field intensities. We propose performing data augmentation on hand joint
angles for the same reason.
Sensor Simulation. Under this module, we interfaced OpenSim’s API
with MATLAB’s sensor simulation. By doing so, we simulated IMU sensors
in the provided locations that were taken from the previous module. Such
simulations produce an artificially generated dataset that is then pre-
processed with segmentation and normalization in the deep learning
training preparation module.
Neural Network Training. This module utilizes the artificially gener-
ated dataset to train a deep-learning-based classifier. At this stage, various
proposed HAR designs were trained in parallel. Each HAR design con-
sisted of a sensor layout composed of the k best candidate sensor locations
that were provided by the sensor placement optimization module, where
k varies from 1 to 16 (which is the maximum number of sensor locations
that the hand joint analysis module provides). In other words, a different
deep learning neural network was trained for a different sensor layout.
Performance Analysis. Under the performance analysis module, each
sensor layout is evaluated by analyzing the activity recognition perfor-
mance of its neural network. Along with recognition performance, the
performance analysis module also provides a report of the computational
costs that are involved in each sensor layout. These are obtained by deploy-
ing the classifier to a Raspberry Pi 4B microcontroller. The users are then
presented with a report that helps them to select the HAR design (i.e., sen-
sor layout) that meets their criteria on the trade-off between computational
expense and recognition performance.

We built our system on top of the existing methods and concentrated our
contributions on the data pre-processing and hand joint analysis modules.
We discuss the contributions in the following list.

1. The 3D pose information that was extracted from monocular videos is
pre-processed with several transformations that aim to minimize the
impact of the errors due to the noisy data. Furthermore, the results of
the inverse kinematics are used to filter out the worst portions of data.

2. We propose a method for performing sensor placement optimization.
This method utilizes hand joint angles as input, which are intuitive and
human-readable, as opposed to accelerations, angular velocities, and
magnetic field intensities.

We validated our pipeline by building and evaluating different smart
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glove prototypes with a pre-defined number of sensors. We found that the
best prototype in terms of gesture recognition performance corresponds
with the proposed smart glove design (with the same number of sensors)
that fits our pipeline. Such a proposed design was obtained by utilizing
open video datasets that contain a person performing the desired activities
as input. Hence, our pipeline proved to be effective in producing sensible
HAR systems, despite the use of noisy motion input data. This is due to
the novel methods that we employed in the data pre-processing and hand
joint analysis modules.

3.4 Open Questions

We devote this subsection to discussing potential areas for future research
based on the results of this thesis. We have structured the discussion based
on the publication.

First, regarding our solution for alleviating CSPD, using deep neural net-
works to generate additional subject variability may result in artificial data
that do not represent reality. Thus, it remains an open question regarding
how to enforce a realistic generation of artificial variability. Furthermore,
GANs exhibit training instability, which renders the performance of the
method highly dependent on the choice of hyper-parameters that are used
during the training of neural networks. Porting the latest advancements in
GAN training [53, 52] from the computer vision field to time-series sensor
data can potentially provide benefits in terms of better restraining the
effect of CSPD.

Second, future work could explore to what extent our proposal concerning
short non-overlapping windows, which is presented in Publication II, can be
combined with generic compression methods for higher resource efficiency.
Furthermore, additional resource efficiency can be gained by utilizing a
secondary neural network of dynamic size when predicting long-lasting
activities. For easy-to-predict activities, for instance, such a neural network
could skip several computations to deliver a prediction at a lower cost.

Third, our sensor channel selection solution considers a static context in
which the importance of each sensor does not vary according to the activity
or the subject who performs the activity. Future researchers may consider
a dynamic context at run-time to deliver high recognition performance
and resource efficiency. The presence of a dropout layer in our approach,
which is presented in Publication III, increases the convergence time of
the learning, which results in a higher training duration. Investigating
alternatives to the dropout layer can lead to lower computational expenses
during the training phase.

Fourth, our resource-efficient continual learning solution, which is pre-
sented in Publication IV, can be negatively affected (catastrophic forgetting
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occurs) by extreme task imbalance (i.e., when the stream of data for a
certain task exceeds the sizes of previous tasks). Techniques such as GEM
[68] or AGEM [17] can alleviate the effects of extreme task imbalance.
However, these methods are computationally expensive. Hence, a future
direction of research is to explore a resource-efficient approach to task im-
balance. Additionally, in some cases, replay samples may not be available,
which renders the utilization of our method impossible. Future researchers
could investigate how to deliver high-performing continual learning at a
low cost without relying on replay memory.

Finally, in our simulation-driven pipeline, the 3D pose estimation method
may present poor results depending on the quality of the input. Such poor
results are characterized by unrealistic human motion. Future researchers
could provide the user with a tool to apply corrective adjustments to the
data in a quick and simple way. Regarding the data augmentation, the
hand size augmentation covers only simple hand morphology changes
based on statistics about hand length. A more in-depth application of
bone length relationships could be implemented in the future. The time-
warping method covers only a narrow area of activity style variations.
Generating more diverse and realistic motion variants is still an open
issue. Furthermore, we have focused on generating artificial IMU data.
The addition of other sensor modalities can be a great extension to the
pipeline. In summary, since more work is still needed, the results of our
simulation-driven pipeline are only preliminary towards the direction of a
less labor-intensive design process for HAR systems.
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4. Conclusions

Over the last years, wearable technology has experienced substantial mar-
ket growth largely due to the miniaturization of sensors for monitoring
bodily activities with HAR algorithms. However, despite the increased at-
tention from academia and the industry, wearable technology still faces lim-
itations and challenges, especially regarding the HAR algorithms. While
these algorithms have reached unprecedented recognition performance
levels through deep learning, they also incur severe costs concerning data,
computational resources, and labor. In this dissertation, we address this
challenge by proposing solutions that lower these costs to enable more
efficient HAR.

To address the research questions, we conducted analytical studies that
consisted of problem formulation, algorithm design, and performance eval-
uation. First, we proposed a method for alleviating the degradation in
performance across subjects without resorting to extensive numbers of data
collection sessions with several subjects. Second, we explored different
neural network architectures to improve computational resource efficiency
in both inference and training scenarios. Finally, we devised a simulation-
driven platform for effortlessly designing a HAR system that optimizes the
number of utilized sensors for a maximum recognition performance.

The evaluation of the proposed algorithms indicates their applicability
in enabling both high recognition performance and efficiency in HAR. We
believe that the results of this work can contribute to the development and
deployment of wearable HAR systems.
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